
Tristan Brookes: 
Ann (2010) for ensemble
world premiere, commissioned by impuls

Ann is named for the novelist Ann Quin. The more I read Quin’s
work the more I become aware of some sort of connection
between her writing and what I hope to achieve in my music,
to the extent that I am sometimes convinced of a mysterious,
impossible and deeply personal relationship.  
The core of this connection is veiled, ineffable. It is perhaps
best suggested by a few structural observations: 

– forms that echo experience (reality?)
– description/suggestion/reflection of colour, movement, 
sound

– the haunting presence of intersecting voices
– a veil of grey momentarily opening to reveal submerged, 
iridescent colour, colour which, on closer inspection, was 
always contained in the grey

I hope to achieve something fluid; something in perpetual
flux yet with an underlying rhythm; something with a feeling
of uncanny repetition; something somehow cyclical rather
than linear. 

Hours become hands. Impressions stain. Spread.
Recollections.
Angels caught in a mirror. Spaces between clouds 
tide-marks. Never rubbed out.

Ann Quin: THREE

This is a work in progress, and while some aspects must
remain constant, details are open to the possibility of 
change ...

Tristan Brookes
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the Universität für Musik und darstellende Kunst, Wien (2007–2008). 

Currently she is a PhD student at the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences,

Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, United States, under the guidance of 

Prof. Czernowin. 

In addition to her composition activities she functioned as the chairperson of

the Israel Women Composers’ Forum (2006–2007). 

Ensembles such as Mosaik, Nikel, Windkraft, Meitar, Talea, among others,

have performed her works in various festivals such as Ultraschall Festival

(Berlin), Wien Modern (2008, 2009), Bang on a Can (New York), Klangspuren

(Schwaz), Heidelberg Biennale, Tel Aviv Biennale, Israel music days

(Jerusalem), totally-trumpet festival (Berlin), Warsaw Autumn (Warsaw).

Awards: Won the impuls competition (2009), which awarded her with a

 commission for a new piece to be played by Ensemble Klangforum Wien in

2011; won the Darmstadt Summer Course 2008 scholarship; got the America-

Israel Cultural Foundation scholarship for her post graduate  studies in Vienna
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 foundation to compose a cycle of Brass pieces for the Aviv Competition (2007);
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Next pieces are going to be written for Trio Amos and Ensemble Nikel.

http://hgnm.org/music

Einar Torfi Einarsson: 
Quanta (2010) for ensemble
world premiere, commissioned by impuls

In this piece, for 11 musicians, difference, sound-symmetry,
tactility, repetition and the nexus of unity and multiplicity is
explored. Objects are unities and yet they always comprise
multiple parts, as well as constitute to another multiplicity.
There are two properties of objects: extensive and intensive.
On the microscale there is repetition, a simultaneous
 repetition or a static/vertical repetition (intensity), and on the
timescale there is difference being repeated (extensity).
Furthermore there is a tactile approach to these objects by
the means of imaginative touch-sound, the hand becoming
the ear, i.e. how their surfaces are encountered, or touched,
through the ear-surfaces because that is the realm of the

Tristan Brookes graduated from King’s College London in 2007 where he

studied composition, analysis and musicology. From 2007 to 2008 he studied

with Jonathan Cole at the Royal College of Music. 

Recent projects and performances include: Threads, for amplified viola and 

7 loudspeakers, performed by Robert Ames at the Bishopsgate Institute,

London in June 2009; SERRA: PESSOA, for large ensemble, composed as part

of the London Philharmonic Orchestra’s 2010 Young Composers Project,

 performed at the Queen Elizabeth Hall (May 2010); Ur, for ensemble and live-

relayed sounds, performed at Snape Maltings by the London Contemporary

Orchestra as part of the Faster than Sound project (May 2010).  

http://soundcloud.com/tristanbrookes

Sivan Cohen-Elias: 
Sedek (2010) for ensemble
world premiere, commissioned by impuls

Paralyzing and fertilizing. Continuous movement arriving 
nowhere
Thing leads to a thing connecting nothing
Standing movement
Inconsistent diligence
Continuous cessation
persists – brakes – ends – detaches – rotates – opens –
clings – collapses

Sivan Cohen-Elias

Ventaphone: conceptual design – Yaniv Cohen-Gal-Rom, Sivan Cohen-Elias

Instrument construction – Yaniv Cohen-Gal-Rom

Sivan Cohen-Elias (b. 1976) is a composer born in Jerusalem, Israel. Her

works have been performed and broadcast throughout Europe, United States
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to Vienna for  postgraduate studies with composer Prof. Chaya Czernowin at
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